NOTE: "SB-01" SEISMIC BRACE PLATE TO BE USED IN LIEU OF "PW-01" PLATE WASHERS AT ALL LOCATIONS SPECIFIED ON CEILING LAYOUT.

"PW-01" PLATE WASHER
4" PEEL & SEAL
"JC-01" JOINT COVER W/ PPH 12" O/C (STAGGERED)

(2) 3/8" Ø NUTS & WASHERS (NOT BY IMP SUPPLIER)
SECONDARY SUPPORT (NOT BY IMP SUPPLIER)
3/8" Ø GALVANIZED ALL-THREAD HANGER ROD (NOT BY IMP SUPPLIER)
3/8" Ø COUPLER NUT (AS REQUIRED, NOT BY IMP SUPPLIER)
(2) 3/8" Ø NUTS W/ (1) 3/8" Ø WASHER
FILL GAP W/ ONE-PART EXPANDING FOAM SEALANT

"CT-02" CAP TRIM W/ #10 x 3/4" PPH 12" O/C
#10 x 3/4" PPH 12" O/C
FIELD-FILL W/ BLOCK FOAM (NOT BY IMP SUPPLIER)

"CC-01" CEILING CHANNEL
(2) 3/8" Ø NUT W/ 3/8" Ø WASHER

# SUSPENDED CEILING W/ CHANNEL
(SECTION VIEW)